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Listening to My Peer Partner 
 

What this protocol does: This protocol helps students discover ideas in the text and share them with 
one another. It structures students to become accountable for understanding their partner’s ideas as 
well as their own. It emphasizes and scaffolds the PoP practices of Listening and Articulating and 
supports the PoP stance, “Just as I want to be understood so too do my partners--my peer partners and 
the text.” 
 
Materials students need: Students need access to the text. Each student needs a link to their own 
google doc with 1-3 text questions and space to write their own thoughts and those of their partners. 
See template example below. 
 
Notes for the teacher: This protocol works best with interpretive questions which have more than 
one plausible answer that can be supported by the text. The protocol can be modified for 
personalization and opinion questions as well. This protocol works best if students have already had a 
chance to read the text and become familiar with it. If it is the first time students are seeing the text, it 
is important that the text is not overly complex for your students.  
 
 

PROTOCOL: Listening to My Peer Partner 
 
INDIVIDUALLY 

1 (Re)Read the text on your own. 

2 Read, think about, and write down some thoughts in response to the question(s). 

3 Come to your havruta ready to share your responses and to listen to your partner’s responses. 

 
IN HAVRUTA 
 

1 GREET YOUR PARTNER(S) Take a couple of minutes to say hello and catch up socially. 
 

2 SHARING & LISTENING  
a. Partner A shares their response to the first question drawing on evidence from the text, 

while partner B listens closely. 
b. Partner B uses the listening speech prompt —“So are you saying…”— to restate their 

partner’s idea and check for understanding. If you don’t understand the idea, you can 
say, “Can you tell me more about that idea?” before trying to repeat it back. 

 
SWITCH! 

 
c. Partner B shares their response or interpretation to the question drawing on evidence 

from the text. Partner B listens closely. 
d. Partner A uses the listening speech prompt —“So are you saying…”—  to restate their 

partner’s idea and check for understanding. If you don’t understand the idea, you can 
say, “Can you tell me more about that idea?” before trying to repeat it back. 
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3 RECORD 
Partner A types in partner B’s idea and Partner B types in partner A’s idea. 

 
4 REPEAT for additional text questions. 

 
5 REFLECTION Each partner writes and shares one new thing they learned about the text from 

listening to their partner. 
 
 
 

Example Template for Listening to My Peer Partner 
 
Name: 
Name of my partner: 

[Interpretive Text Question #1] 

My initial answer: I think… because…  
  

My partner’s idea: 
  

 

[Interpretive Text Question #2] 

My initial answer: I think… because…  
  

My partner’s idea: 
  

 

Reflection: 
 

One new thing I learned about the text from listening to my partner: 
 
One thing I appreciated about working with my partner:  
  

 

 


